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There were countless experts in the firmament world. Some of them started from the bottom and broke 
through the restrictions of the world they were in step by step through hard work before finally entering 
the battlefield of the stars. 
 
“On the other hand, some were extremely lucky and became an expert in the outer realm in a shorter 
time than others by relying on fortuitous encounters. ” 
 
“However, the spiritking was an exception among exceptions. ” 
 
“From the moment he chose to become an expert, he had always believed that he was the strongest. 
The belief of invincibility was deep in his soul. Even if he did not have the opportunity of others, he 
believed that he could still transcend. ” 
 
“From the beginning when he didn’t have the extreme Dao laws, he climbed the extreme peak and used 
his hard work to obtain his first opportunity. He welcomed the first change in his life. ” 
 
“At that time, The Fiend Race ruled the outer space and was the king without a doubt. No one dared to 
compete with them. ” 
 
But he dared to. 
 
“The experts from the outer realm who knew of that part of history all understood just how difficult the 
path the spiritking had chosen was. It was almost certain death, and it was impossible for him to battle 
The Fiend clan, let alone overturn it. ” 
 
“However, the spiritking did not doubt himself at all. He did what he wanted to do. Life and death did 
not matter. What he desired was the excitement of the process. ” 
 
“The belief of invincibility had always been in his mind. This was not stupidity, but the extreme challenge 
he really wanted. ” 
 
“He was the protagonist of that great era of the outer realm, but he wasn’t the son of destiny, because 
all his efforts had nothing to do with luck, but with his own hard work and struggle. ” 
 
He only cared about the opportunity to become stronger that he worked hard to obtain. He never cared 
about the unexpected opportunities. 
 
“Back then, all the creatures in the outer realm believed that the spiritking would not be able to take 
away the Supreme law of evolution that had fused with the insect race’s bloodline after their defeat. ” 
 
“However, he was the only one who knew that it wasn’t that he couldn’t take it, but that he didn’t want 
to. ” 
 
“After the battle with the king of the void bugs,’blade’, he acknowledged blade and felt that it was 
worthy of this Supreme ‘evolution’ law. Although he killed blade, he did not take away the evolution law 
that belonged to the bugs. ” 



 
“This was because he was looking forward to the birth of a new blade in the Zerg race, preferably a new 
king stronger than blade, who would challenge him again! ” 
 
“The path of the strong was lonely, but he had never thought of taking a step back. ” 
 
“Since there were no opponents in this world, he would transcend and go to the World of the God of 
creation to continue fighting with the strong cultivators in that world. ” 
 
“Being alone was only temporary. He believed that after he transcended, there would be more travelers 
on the road, and he would no longer be lonely! ” 
 
“Up until now, he had killed too many pieces of trash who had mastered the extreme laws. It was not 
that he wanted to plunder these extreme laws, but he felt that these pieces of trash were not worthy of 
the extreme laws in the hands of the God of creation! ” 
 
“Moreover, he did not collect extreme Dao laws to become a powerful life form like the God of creation. 
He wanted to become stronger and even surpass the God of creation. ” 
 
He had worked hard for this. 
 
He had also thought about the question of whether he could fight without using the power of the God of 
creation. 
 
“For this reason, he even tried to create his own power similar to the extreme Dao laws. ” 
 
“For example, the Dao integration law in Lu Wu’s hands now … It was a new Dao integration law power 
that he combined with the omniscient and omnipotent power system of the “”Holy Spirit law”” on the 
original foundation of the Dao integration law. ” 
 
“He had been trying hard to break through the current power system, and he never thought that the 
God of creation was the limit. He could reach a higher level. ” 
 
“However, he despised the weak. In his eyes, the weak were like grass and shouldn’t even exist. ” 
 
“Because the existence of the weak reflected the strength of the strong, and many strong people 
understood what level they had reached because they had the weak as a reference. As a result, many 
experts stopped here, feeling that they had enough strength and no longer advanced. ” 
 
He had seen too many extremely talented experts who would rather dominate a small world than go to 
a bigger battlefield in the outer realm. 
 
“As a result, in the spiritking’s eyes, although the weak served as a foil to the strong, they were like an 
abyss that many experts could not escape from. ” 
 
“Satisfaction was always the sorrow of the strong, and only desire was the driving force of the strong. ” 
 



“Therefore, in his eyes, the weak were trash that shouldn’t exist. In the end, he used the myriad worlds 
to nurture Gu, using all the weak as nutrients for growth. This was also the recycling he wanted … ” 
 
“On his path to maturity, he had always desired to find a companion who was similar to him, whether 
they were friend or foe! ” 
 
“Since I can overthrow the demon beast clan, then I’m also looking forward to another me challenging 
me. Even if I can’t defeat him, I’ll still maintain my belief in victory. ” 
 
“Over the past few eras, he had waited for many challengers. ” 
 
“But until now, there were still very few things that could make his blood boil. ” 
 
“Now that his long-lost battle intent was once again in high spirits, he finally chose to display his full 
battle prowess in battle. ” 
 
This was because such an opponent was worthy of his respect! 
 
The spiritking’s body began to boil as he transformed into a golden figure the size of a Star Domain. It 
continued to grow in size. 
 
“This realm had a name,””transcendent realm.”” It was his own name. ” 
 
This was because he wanted to become a transcendent. He wanted to transcend this firmament world 
and head to a larger battlefield. 
 
The spiritking stood in the River of Stars as he was limitlessly amplified. He held the sky in his hand as a 
golden heaven-splitting axe gradually appeared in his hand. 
 
“””I want to split open the sky!”” As the spiritking bellowed, he swung his golden battle-ax toward the 
colorful energy with a loud boom. ” 
 
“The attack contained the spiritking’s ambition to break through the world. Although he was unable to 
do that with his current strength, he firmly believed that he could truly “”split open the sky””! ” 
 
“””BOOM!”” ” 
 
“Wherever the golden light passed, a black crack quickly spread, like lightning, closely following the 
golden light to sweep across the colorful infinite power. ” 
 
“This time, even the power of obliteration displayed by the infinite glove was unable to obliterate the 
power that contained the spiritking’s will to open the sky. ” 
 
“Even if the player who had transformed into Thanos chose to consume all the remaining fantasy origin 
power to support the advancement of the infinite power, he had still reached his limit. ” 
 
“””Open!”” The spiritking roared. ” 
 



The entire firmament world trembled. 
 
“The Golden Axe glowed brightly at this moment. It split the colorful energy bit by bit and finally split it 
into two, turning it into colorful light spots and dissipating. ” 
 
The spiritking dumbfounded all the players in the livestream. 
 
It was only now that they truly understood how powerful this Overlord at the top of the food chain who 
could dominate the space of the Beyond Domain Realm was. 
 
This power had completely exceeded their imagination. 
 
They could see the spiritking’s loneliness within the heaven splitting axe. They could also see the 
inextinguishable flames within the spiritking’s heart. It was his desire for opponents and challengers. 
 
“The starry sky collapsed, and the Golden Axe blade approached the already weak Slayer Lord with an 
unstoppable momentum. ” 
 
“However, just as the Golden Axe was about to touch Thanos, it suddenly dissipated. ” 
 
“””You’ve just obtained the illusion law, and you still have a lot of potential that hasn’t been displayed. I 
won’t kill you. I wanted to use this axe at the moment of splitting open the sky, but you’ve obtained my 
respect, expert!”” With that, the spiritking’s golden figure crumbled, returning to his original form. ” 
 
The spiritking was all smiles as he looked at Slayer Lord. 
 
He felt that the future seemed to have become a little more interesting! 
 
“He cherished the strong, and even more so, he cherished this strong person who had not feared him 
from the beginning! ” 
 
He had not seen a creature that dared to fight him for an entire era. 
 
The guy in front of him who had obtained the illusion law seemed to be very similar to the guy who 
loved to smile. 
 
“The spiritking’s figure slowly disappeared when he thought of that. However, his voice rang out beside 
Slayer Lord’s ears, ” 
 
“””I’ll give you an era to reforge your illusion law. I won’t hold back in the future battle. Work hard if you 
don’t want to die. I’m looking forward to another surprise from you, hahahaha!”” ” 
 
“The entire space fell silent at this moment, and the players in the live broadcast room and Lu Wu were 
still in shock, unable to extricate themselves for a long time … ” 
 
“The road ahead was long, how could he fight against him in the future? ” 


